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DRIFT 

Design Goals 

Drawing on The Situationist International for narrative and inspiration, I proposed to 

explore their notion that each space contains its own innate atmosphere. I hoped to capture the 

concept of the Dérive or drifting envisioned by Guy Debord. Drifting through space and time 

with no objective other than to experience and voyeur was the goal for my player. My vision was 

further inspired by the  Acoustic Ecology of Sound and the historical association of sounds to 

time and space. The Situationists believed that sensations are created from a space’s innate utility 

and how it was used created turbulence that determined entry in to spaces. The combined 

ambience created by those who occupy the space, the visual aspects of the area and the sounds 

which are created during its use are what makes up the psychogeography of a city. For instance a 

space such as the commons which is designed for the people’s enjoyment may contain physical 

traits that allow for gatherings and protest but without the ambient sounds of a protest its use as a 

public common might remain undiscovered to an observer.  

My initial goal was to create a community in which the explorer or flaneur might travel 

the environment visiting each object and experiencing the sights with a focus was on the aurality 

of the space, moving in any direction. For instance, if the player walked into the area of the city 

hall, they would experience the sound of the officials and office workers within and the sound of 

the protestors closer to the sidewalk or a monument in the case of my game.  My goal was to 

make the player trigger an alternate sound when they entered an area.  The sound would fade as 

the player left the area. The idea would be for the player to walk around the city and discover 

how spaces are inhabited. Once they had seen the entire town and observed the entire spectacle 

http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/theory.html
https://www.wfae.net/
https://theconversation.com/psychogeography-a-way-to-delve-into-the-soul-of-a-city-78032
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the player would reveal a piece of well-known art from the Situationists International book titled 

The Society of the Spectacle to signal the end of the game.  

I was able to achieve many of the goals I first established, although I had to let go of 

other ideas and find new ways to achieve the same affects, as my script writing skills were 

limited.  I was able to develop a world for a player to explore where sound featured prominently. 

My town featured many of the same venues a real one has. I used low poly assets and some 

prefabs from the asset store to build the town.  I captured some sounds or downloaded others to 

create ambience. I built some objects from scratch and customized others to create a self-

contained village for the Drifter to explore. I explored many scripts and modified them to 

achieve many of these objectives. My research and explorations lead to many changes in the 

original concept that added entertainment factors and enhanced the player experience and game 

feel. To get around the clinical feeling of stock assets, I applied a paint filtre to influence what 

the viewer’s experienced. Later I removed the filtre when play-testers preferred the look and 

feeling of the unfiltered version.  I wanted to have sounds triggered in a certain order and found 

some scripts to achieve the affect. After many attempts I abandoned the notion of scripting the 

sound and set minimum and maximum distances for triggers instead.  The sound script turned 

out to be unnecessary for my needs. By exploring the scripts others had created I was able to 

enhance the concepts and gamify a rather bland concept that made my game more exciting and 

gave it a richer concept than I began with.  
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FAILS, ACHIEVEMENTS AND SOLUTIONS 

Concept  

Exploring the Leap Motion technology to create an abstract artistic piece was my first  

game design fail. Discovering that the device was not programable on a Macintosh was difficult 

to overcome. I discovered I was resistant to understanding how an abstract concept could be 

achieved with Unity. I did not understand how abstraction could be motivated using the WSAD 

keys. The idea of using keys seemed cumbersome when compared to the elegance of the Leap 

Motion. I could only visualize a traditional video game scenario with the restriction of a 

keyboard and mouse after exploring the Leap Motion device. I found this very disappointing. 

This realization led me to question what I really needed to achieve with the build. I considered 

the idea of creating a dark space, where objects would be hidden and would explode into 

fireworks to light the venue, enabling the player to find more objects, until the level was cleared. 

I abandoned this concept as too simplistic, though in hindsight and with build experience I 

realized this was a phycological barrier I had created and needed to overcome.  

The concept of the Drift game was relatively undefined when I began. As I worked with 

Unity and explored scripts, my expectations for what I was producing began to change and 

evolve. The concept developed into the end product that was much more successful than I first 

imagined.  My success was due to many failures and errors in scripts and lack of understanding 

and limited game play experience. The discoveries revealed the limitations of my own skillset.  

For instance, when I applied the Move Away and Fly script, it became apparent that my concept 

was changing. As all the buildings disappeared, I realized that there was nothing but the green 

space left. This realization triggered a change in the game concept, that enriched my original idea 
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by juxtaposing human designed spaces with the natural world. The look of the space with only 

trees left lead to the idea of applying the Floaty Things script which made the trees and bushes 

have a slight bounce. This added feature added style and obstacles for the player to maneuver 

around and jump over, adding more for the player to do when exploring the soundscape. With 

the application of the Floaty Things script to the natural objects I was able to define them from 

the rest of the objects and this led to the development of the title the Player meets at the 

beginning of game play. With the addition of the tagline “Let’s Bounce”, the title now functions 

as an instruction for the player at the start of the game. This tag also helped incorporate the 

bouncing plants into the concept. 

Player  

Brackey’s method of player creation did not fulfill my needs. The player kept showing 

ridged-body component support errors. I rebuilt the player several times as I researched the error 

but found no easy solutions that I could understand. This player setup made it impossible for 

testing to continue and I discarded the player I had built. I wanted a player controller that would 

allow for a first-person perspective making it easy for the player to immerse themselves into the 

scene. I found a script with jump and walk features that seemed viable and also came with a 

companion script for looking. Using the tutorial and the GitHub scripts I successfully installed a 

player and camera that seemed to function well. I was wrong. Each time my player walked it fell 

through the floor. I researched the issue and tried several fixes, none of which were successful. 

The player was not below the ground plane nor was it the collider. Eventually I discovered the 

problem was the ground plane not the player. I resolved the issue by adding a new mesh plane 

under my city scape. This choice created a boarder for my town and a place to create a forest. 
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Building a player for my game was a satisfying experience that was a good lesson in debugging 

and scripting. It brought to light the need for careful observation of settings on meshes and 

colliders.  

Environment  

I began with a search of low poly city environments in order to stave off memory issues 

for my computer. I believe this was good planning because I never had any issues with ram or 

storage. Though the look of the low poly world was very disappointing to me as an artist. I 

craved creative control over style. This led me to research paint filtres. I applied them but opted 

not to use them.  

Sound  

I created small sound clips in Reaper to avoid memory issues from the sound files. I used 

the looping feature of the audio components to create the appearance of a continuous sound in 

every case.  This strategy was successful for avoiding memory issues.  

My sound collection presented an organizational issue. I was able to collect several traffic 

and nature sounds that I used in the game. I had hoped to access sounds that I had collected 

throughout my university career only to find that my collections were not organized well enough 

locate what I needed in an expeditious manner. This realization forced me to use clips from  

freesounds.org  and Sound Bible for a more efficient method of gathering and organizing the 

audio clips. This turned out to cost research time but allowed me to view the length of the clips, 

giving me the opportunity to search for the best clips, that were ready insert into the audio 

component with no need for editing. I really don’t know if this saved time or not, but I was left 

with the same creative disappointment I experience with the visual components.  
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Setting the radius of the 3D sound components proved to be challenging. I set the 

parameters for effective 3D sound on all my objects to find that none of them worked when I 

tested them. This appeared to be a huge crisis for my build. Some sounds were playing in the 

background or misfiring. Others would not trigger at all. I had applied them to all my objects and 

realized they would all need to be examined. Luckily, I found common errors in them that were 

easy to correct in mass. The awake and the looping features were unchecked in some instances 

while some had the bypass on in other cases. This was causing many sounds to be heard when 

only a few should have been. Once this was repaired, I was able to fine tune the parameters of 

the individual objects, so that when the player past the sounds, they would play within an 

individually established radius for each object. Furthermore, this exploration helped me to 

discover that I didn’t need to add a script to fire the multiple audio clips for one object. The 

players movements were a better way of actuating this process in the case of my game concept. I 

could set it so that the sound was heard in stages. For instance, at the school the sound of 

children is heard first and as the player moves closer the school bell is triggered by setting the 

minimum and maximum distances. While at the movie theater you can hear the people outside 

and as the player moves closer the projector begins to run. This was very satisfying and left me 

feeling very excited about continuing work on the game.  

My sound explorations gave me an understanding of the effects of file size, the 

importance of observation. It was fascinating to discover how the audio components can be 

tweaked to create 3-dimensional sound that recedes as the player moves away. Working with the 

large quantities of sound files in Unity highlighted the importance of file organization apparent 

in the game design process. Experimentation and frequent testing allowed me to set the radius of 
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the sounds to be triggered when the player walks by them. This achievment left me satisfied with 

the sound production within the game and fulfilled the sound goals I wanted to achieve.  

Game Play  

I attribute my final concept to my many failures and the happy accidents that occurred 

during the building process. In my failure to implement a script to control the timing of sounds, I 

discovered how to set the parameters of the audio component that delivered sound in a way that 

more effectively enhanced my concept.  I had planned to have the game end with a reveal of a 

famous Situationist International book cover titled The Society of the Spectacle by Guy DeBord. 

This concept was abandoned in favor of allowing the reveal of the natural environment to be the 

games end and hence I added the Floaty things to differentiate the natural world from our 

constructed world.  The failures I experienced created new learning experiences and revealed 

alternative concepts, a greater understanding of the game design process and also taught me 

about more effective methods and techniques to employ within the game.   

Scripts  

During the game design process I discovered I was resistant to achieving an abstract 

concept with Unity. I could not get my mind into abstraction using the WSAD keys. I could only 

visualize a traditional video game. This led me to question what I really needed to achieve with 

the build. I considered the idea of creating a dark space, where objects would be hidden until the 

player collided with the unseen objects. The objects would explode into fireworks to light the 

venue allowing the player to find more, until the level was cleared. I abandoned this concept as 

too simplistic. Although this triggered the idea of clearing the board as each sound space was 

visited by the player.  This also created a secondary problem of where and how the objects would 
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disappear and what would be left in the end. I researched several different methods and had 

difficulty applying the scripts created by others to the world I had created.  I couldn’t quiet find 

what I was requiring. I contacted Daven Bigelow for his advice. He recommended a script he had 

that made objects fly up into the sky and disappear. I applied it to several objects, and it worked 

beautifully. Even more profoundly it worked well with the concept of the derive as the buildings 

would drift into the air and disappear removing obstacles from the players environment. He 

demonstrated how it worked.   

I began to apply the script to my game and failed to test it. I applied it to all the game 

objects to find that it did not work. This was a hard lesson in testing. I discovered that had I 

tested earlier in the process, I would have discovered the conflict sooner and created less work.  

There was an issue with the fly up and die code that I could not debug. After many failed 

attempts at repair I resorted to asking Daven for assistance. He picked up the error instantly and I 

was able to successfully repair the issue by renaming a variable.  Daven was able to discover the 

error in seconds that I was unable to perceive with several days of exploration. I realized that I 

should asked for his assistance immediately rather than wasting so much time. This was most 

likely my worst set back in the development process. 

Style 

The issue of style was a hurdle that I had not expected to bother me. I had resigned 

myself to using assets from the asset store in the beginning of the process due to time constraints. 

I was told it would be good for me to use the other artists assets as a learning experience. This 

proved difficult for me to relinquish creative control over the art. The low poly look was not 

what I was seeking for my environment. I discussed my dismay with Daven, who had by this 
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time become my consultant. He recommended looking for a paint filtre to change the appearance 

of the low poly environment that might ease my discontent. I settled for the NPR Paint Filter.  

The documentation was scarce, and I attempted to follow the directions in the Read Me 

file and find additional support on the web. The articles did not give me the information I 

needed. I experimented by applying the script to the game objects. This did not work. I tried to 

add it to the hierarchy this didn’t work. I reverted to Daven’s expertise and he directed me to 

drop it on the camera rather than the objects and my problem was solved. I found that at times 

my understanding of the language and terminology associated with Unity could hinder my 

problem-solving attempts.  

The application of the script was disappointing, but I managed get an effect that seemed 

to work better with the urban feel of the game. After some experimentation with the Oil Paint 

script, I was able to achieve a cartoon effect by adjusting the edge size and edge power in the 

component. I believe the power of this script was limited by the low poly forms. I say this 

because  the sky seems to have been more effected by the paint tool effect. The filter component 

did change the appearance of the game but creating with my own art would have given me more 

creative control over the game feel and further strengthen the concept. Even though I was able to 

establish a real comic book feel that I liked, I eventually discarded the filtre because volunteer  

testers didn’t like the effect and the script seemed to slow the player down too much. 

Organization,  Time Management and the Division of Labour 

My misfortune was not understanding that the programing the Leap Motion would be 

difficult if not impossible to accomplish on a Macintosh platform. I wasted valuable time 

exploring the issue. I abandoned the Leap Motion and the concept of a more artistic abstract 
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game that would reflect the intention and direction of my portfolio. I learned a difficult lesson 

regarding the use of new technology, as additional time should be factored in when attempting to 

use a new tech. I also understand why a school setting was an inappropriate venue to explore this 

technology due to time constraints. I did not meet my goal for this first attempt, but I learned a 

great deal in the process regarding the Leap Motion technology that I would like to apply to 

future projects.  

CONCLUSION 

Lessons Learned 

In conclusion I gained many new skills in the process of the game design, but the process 

also revealed many of my personal weaknesses that could prevent from achieving better results 

in the future. For instance, I discovered that organization needs to be strictly followed. As I 

produced objects, I had not realized they were not being added to the hierarchy properly. By the 

time I discovered this issue I had to reorganize all of the hierarchy. This created a great deal of 

work. I had issues that may have been avoided if I simply would have thought about the 

hierarchy while I was developing the town. The creativity of building made me forget about 

organization. The same could be applied to working with sounds. Both of these issues created a 

great deal of work to reorganize after they were implemented.  Some of these organizational 

issues became problematic when trying to make changes on mass.  

I further discovered that game design can be planned but also has an element of evolution 

throughout the process, as some things are not revealed until you are working with the scripts 

and mechanics. This can be demonstrated in the development of my sound scape and how the 
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sounds are triggered. The most important lesson was that frequent testing is crucial for successful 

game design.  

Insight 

I should have devoted more time and effort into programming scripts for the purpose of 

creating better mechanics. I would have enjoyed adding a fly mechanic for the player to have 

more perspective.  Adding the fly feature would have allowed the player to view the micro city 

from above and they could have floated among the buildings. For instance, the jumping feature 

was not used by my acquaintances who tested the game until I made the bushes solid.   

I also discovered that my technical language skills often created problems when researching 

solutions.  In the future I know I will need a partner or at the very least a consultant to work with 

to produce a game. At this moment I’ve resigned myself to having to take a course in C+ or 

HTML5. The realization that some of my scripting skills are weak forced me to seek out other 

expertise in order to resolve the issues I encountered throughout the process.  

If I have the opportunity to rebuild this game or create another one, I would definitely need a 

partner to consult with to create a superior product.  I would continue with my idea of the derive 

or drift but I would structure the concept to explore historical issues using aurality to reveal what 

a space felt like in a certain time period in order to understand the history of a space. For 

instance, I would like to create a game that could reproduce the sights and sensation of what it 

might have felt like to be in New York during the Occupy Wall Street Protest. This space I 

would fill with protestors to accentuate the feeling of the occupation and further explore 

animation within the context of game design.  
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I believe I met most of my original goals and exceeded my personal expectations for the 

game concept I first envisioned. Though many of my original ideas morphed during the project 

to either be abandoned or enhanced, what I produced in the end was stronger than my original 

concept. I attribute the success to happy accidents, experience and research.  
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE 

Working on this game as individual made me realize the importance of being on a team. I 

struggled with the scripts and eventually needed Daven Bigelow’s assistance to create exactly 

what I wanted. I’m unsure if I could have accomplished the mechanics or mise en scène I wanted 

to achieve without his assistance.   

I really had difficulty relinquishing control over the graphic look of the game to others. I 

wanted more control than the asset store could provide. I could not afford to spend too much 

money on assets, so I stuck with free packages. The effects of finances and time constraints were 

problematic for my perception of style.  For this reason it will never quiet feel like my game. I 

would definitely want to have control over aesthetics in the future. The same problem of control 

occurred with sounds. I would prefer to collect and use my own sound in the future.  

Narrative and game planning are things I have discovered that I really enjoy working 

with. The idea that I might use the same concept in many different educational scenarios excites 

me. I will be looking at other settings and stories to reveal with sound in the future.  

I used many tutorials to achieve what I created. Brackey’s was an excellent primer and I 

could not have accomplished this without his assistance. I used many of his tutorials such as his 

tutorial on How to Build/Export your game. There were many others that I used to solve smaller 

issues, such as the understanding of 3D spatial sound effects that certainly enhanced how my 

project turned out. I often found articles too daunting as the language was often beyond my 

understanding, though I did briefly consult some papers in the process.  

I was thankful for my consultant, Daven who assisted me in my most horrific moments of 

need. For his kindness I will be forever grateful. Daven and I have worked together as Teaching 
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and Research assistants and business partners for 5 years. I suspect we will continue to do so in 

the future. During this process I discovered my biggest issues were relinquishing control, my 

own resistance to changing plans and reaching out for assistance. 
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CREDITS 
 

SCRIPTS 

Move Away and Fly script by Daven Bigelow  

Floaty Things by Daven Bigelow 

Player Moves, by Acacia Developer  
https://git.io/fNwNI 
Player Look by Acacia Developer  
https://git.io/fNwNI 

NPR Paint Filter by QQ. D. Y.  

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/fullscreen-camera-effects/npr-paint-filter-

64868 

 

 

ASSETS 

Simple Town Low Poly Assets by Synty Studios 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/simple-town-cartoon-assets-
43500 

Classic Skybox by MGSEVO 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/2d/textures-materials/sky/classic-skybox-24923 

Low-Poly Park by Thunderent’s Assets 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/low-poly-park-61922 

Building Apartment by Lowlypoly  

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/building-apartment-80004 

Church Model by Harpetstudio  

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/historic/church-model-110307 

Low Poly Pack, Environment by Solum Night 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/props/exterior/low-poly-pack-environment-lite-102039 

 

 

SOUNDS 

Free Sounds 

Footsteps https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/sounds/336598/ 

Soccer practice https://freesound.org/people/morgantj/sounds/60162/ 

Kids on swing https://freesound.org/people/JohnnyBeCrafty/sounds/253404/ 

https://freesound.org/people/conleec/sounds/193697/ 

School https://freesound.org/people/AugustSandberg/sounds/252684/ 

School Inside https://freesound.org/people/AugustSandberg/sounds/252684/ 

Protestors https://freesound.org/people/skipmedia/sounds/181361/ 

Office sounds https://freesound.org/people/Zabuhailo/sounds/167235/ 

Coffee house https://freesound.org/people/Speedenza/sounds/460125/ 

Gym treadmill https://freesound.org/people/Toybox/sounds/384216/ 

Main park https://freesound.org/people/klankbeeld/sounds/175904/ 

Theatre https://freesound.org/people/J.Zazvurek/sounds/60771/ 

https://git.io/fNwNI
https://git.io/fNwNI
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/fullscreen-camera-effects/npr-paint-filter-64868
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/shaders/fullscreen-camera-effects/npr-paint-filter-64868
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/simple-town-cartoon-assets-43500
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/simple-town-cartoon-assets-43500
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/2d/textures-materials/sky/classic-skybox-24923
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/low-poly-park-61922
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/building-apartment-80004
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/historic/church-model-110307
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/props/exterior/low-poly-pack-environment-lite-102039
https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/sounds/336598/
https://freesound.org/people/morgantj/sounds/60162/
https://freesound.org/people/JohnnyBeCrafty/sounds/253404/
https://freesound.org/people/conleec/sounds/193697/
https://freesound.org/people/AugustSandberg/sounds/252684/
https://freesound.org/people/AugustSandberg/sounds/252684/
https://freesound.org/people/skipmedia/sounds/181361/
https://freesound.org/people/Zabuhailo/sounds/167235/
https://freesound.org/people/Speedenza/sounds/460125/
https://freesound.org/people/Toybox/sounds/384216/
https://freesound.org/people/klankbeeld/sounds/175904/
https://freesound.org/people/J.Zazvurek/sounds/60771/
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Projector https://freesound.org/people/nemoDaedalus/sounds/60453/ 

Auto shop Lift https://freesound.org/people/Cell31_Sound_Productions/sounds/371943/ 

Auto shop sounds https://freesound.org/people/producerdan/sounds/266626/ 

https://freesound.org/people/I5AAC/sounds/449591/ 

Market https://freesound.org/people/13F_Pansk%C3%A1_Kettner_Filip/sounds/378801/ 

Grocery store https://freesound.org/people/jmayoff/sounds/253946/ 

https://freesound.org/people/jmayoff/sounds/253946/ 

https://freesound.org/people/ChrisReierson/sounds/397667/ 

Cemetery https://freesound.org/people/Litruv/sounds/175944/ 

TVhttps://freesound.org/people/Iamgiorgio/sounds/371778/ 

Scissors https://freesound.org/people/SkullkSound/sounds/445902/ 

Office https://freesound.org/people/qubodup/sounds/211945/ 

Wildlife https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/sounds/398980/ 

Church Bells https://freesound.org/people/acclivity/sounds/34052/ 

Ambient nature https://freesound.org/people/michorvath/sounds/427601/ 

Bath https://freesound.org/people/13GPanska_Stanek_Vojtech/sounds/371919/ 

Dinner https://freesound.org/people/dobroide/sounds/39982/ 

Bath https://freesound.org/people/Sirderf/sounds/332280/ 

TV https://freesound.org/people/Annerie/sounds/268129/Kids  

Kids fighting https://freesound.org/people/SoundsExciting/sounds/405224/ 

Hair dryer https://freesound.org/people/organicmanpl/sounds/165566/ 

Breakfast https://freesound.org/people/Joljo/sounds/174086/  

News Zombie https://freesound.org/people/alc31180/sounds/113426/ 

Haggler https://freesound.org/people/mnling/sounds/442111/ 

Heart monitor https://freesound.org/people/b-train/sounds/410379/ 
 

Sound Bible 

Ambulance http://soundbible.com/1266-City-Ambiance.html 

Classroom Ambiance http://soundbible.com/1561-Classroom-Ambiance.html 

School bell http://soundbible.com/2185-Old-School-Bell.html 

Dance club https://freesound.org/people/PlanetroniK/sounds/425571/ 
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https://freesound.org/people/alc31180/sounds/113426/
https://freesound.org/people/mnling/sounds/442111/
https://freesound.org/people/b-train/sounds/410379/
http://soundbible.com/1266-City-Ambiance.html
http://soundbible.com/1561-Classroom-Ambiance.html
http://soundbible.com/2185-Old-School-Bell.html
https://freesound.org/people/PlanetroniK/sounds/425571/

